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Want to feel happier everyday? Try incorporating these 6 easy
to do things into your daily routine to help your happiness
levels rise!

A journal is a good way to organize your thoughts, analyze your feelings,
and make plans. It can be as simple as jotting down a few thoughts before
you go to bed, buying a pretty gratitude journal, simply emptying your
mind onto paper, or a to-do list before you get your day started. 
You might try starting each day by acknowledging one thing you’re
grateful for or keep an eye out for the pleasant thingsin your life and
journal about them at the end of your day.

Close your eyes. Try to envision a happy memory or beautiful place.
Take a slow, deep breath in through your nose.
Slowly breathe out through your mouth or nose.
Repeat this process several times until you start to feel yourself calm down.

Life can sometimes be overwhelming, maybe you're stressed at work
or your kids are acting up again... before you let your mood drop try
taking a few deep breaths. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

If you’re having a hard time taking slow, deliberate breaths, try
counting to 5 in your head with each inhale and exhale.

Exercise isn’t just for your body but  also for your mind. A few minutes
a day can reduce stress, feelings of anxiety, and symptoms of
depression while boosting self-esteem and happiness. You don’t have
to train for a marathon try and find hours in your day, just fill a small
space in your routine with some movement that makes you happy.
Take a quick walk after dinner
Stretch your body before you face the day ahead.
Take the stairs as oten as you can
Simply find a YouTube video witha  quick 5 minute session
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I never understood what a vital part sleep played in my mental health
until I had children and sleep went out the window. 
Most adults need at least 7 hours of sleep every night. If you find
yourself fighting the urge to nap during the day or just generally feel
like you’re in a fog, your body may be telling you it needs more rest.
Sleep is sleep is vital to good health, brain function, and emotional
well-being. Getting enough sleep also reduces your risk of developing
certain chronic illnesses, such as heart disease, depression, and
diabetes.

So often we expect everything we do to have immediate results. We
might try adding these easy steps into our day and after forgetting for
one day feel like a failure. I encourage you to remember that
sometimes we don't do everything perfectly and that's ok too.
Just take the small steps needed to feel good about yourself, if you
aren't quite nailing everything perfectly every time give yourself some
love by allowing your failure not to overwhelm you and make you give
up. Keep taking those small steps to a better you!

Diet fads spring up all the time and while losing weight can be a
good thing, it is often more important to eat healthy nutrient dense
foods rather than simply eliminating foods for a week or two. Food
choices have an impact on your overall physical health. But some
foods can also affect your state of mind. 
Choose complex carbs like vegetables, beans etc to avoid an energy
slump. 
Protein-rich foods release dopamine and norepinephrine, which
boost energy and concentration.
Omega-3 fatty acids, such as those found in fatty fish, have been
found to have anti-inflammatory effects that extend to your overall
brain health.
Consume enough water to help your body function correctly.
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Here are some fun things to try to help you get into the
habits above.

HAPPINESS
CHECKLIST 

Meditate

Create a gratitude list

Go for a walk

Take 5 deep breaths

Play your favourite playlist and dance it out

Stretch your body

Have a cuppa with a supportive person in your life

Do something nice for someone else

Smile 

Connect with the earth

Track your sleep

Create a bedroom space that is comforting & relaxing

Give a compliment

Include an extra portion of fruit or vegetables in your day

Ditch you phone for a day

Use mood enhancing essential oils

Declutter
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Sit in the sun for a few minutes
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There are so many ways that essential oils can support your mood. From grumpy
feelings, getting better sleep, shifting bad moods, stressful feelings, reducing anxiety
or dealing with sadness, essential oils can help.
When we breathe an essential oil, the molecules travel through the nose and on
towards the brain, where they interact with the limbic system. That's the part of the
brain that is responsible for emotions, memory, behavior, and so much more.

HAPPINESS
CHECKLIST 

Ylang Ylang

Sleep:

Lavender Peace

Bergamot

Cedarwood

Meditation

Magnolia

Frankincense

Easy Air

Stress:

Adaptiv

Peace

Balance

Happiness:

Wild Orange

Lemon
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InTune

Focus:

Peppermint

Rosemary

Spearmint

Motivated:

Lime

Grapefruit

Our favourite mood enhancing essential oils:

Extras:

Diffuser

Carrier oil
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VISIT US AT

Everything has its wonders, even darkness and silence, and I
learn, whatever state I may be in, therein to be content.

- Helen Keller - 
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Being happy and healthy can be simple. It's taking the
first step that is often the hardest, Click on our link to start
your wellness journey, simply explore our website to find
some great resources, free events and awesome products
to help you on your path to better mind, body and
spiritual health.
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